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2020, and with it much of the Jewish year 5780, will no doubt be 
remembered as the Year of the Pandemic.  It has been the year of 
protecting ourselves and our community from a deadly virus by 
wearing a mask wherever we go and by being physically distant from 
one another.  It has been the year of the Pesach Seder with very few 
people in attendance, the year of the closure of synagogues, the year of 
meeting and talking and praying together on Zoom.  For many, it has 
been the year of financial crisis, unemployment, and concern about the 

future.  It has been a year of meeting the challenge of how to continue being connected to 
one another while remaining safe and healthy, and the challenge of how to celebrate the 
New Year together while apart.  

It’s been an odd year, largely one we’d like to forget, but not without its important lessons.  
One of the most indelible lessons we can glean from the year gone by is that the antidote to 
suffering and tragedy is hope.

Rabbi Lord Jonathan Sacks has written that “Judaism’s fundamental contribution to society 
is replacing the classical world’s tragic view of history with a worldview based on freedom, 
the belief in progress and the certainty that life has meaning.”  Put in simpler terms, one of 
our gifts to the world is the conviction that hope resuscitates us from despair.  This is the 
message of our long story.  We are a people who have suffered enormously, who have found 
ourselves, all too often, on the brink of obliteration.  Yet here we are, the tiny Jewish people, 
continuing to make enormous contributions to human civilization, thriving in a land of our 
own, adding new chapters to our story every day.

How is that possible?  It is because we have hope that tomorrow will be better than today.  
It is because we are willing to invest ourselves in building a stronger tomorrow with every 
fiber of our being.

Hope is not a fantasy.  It is born out of the faith that human beings, among them the 
Jewish people, are strong and resilient and can get up after falling down.  That faith comes 
naturally to some and for others is the result of experience.  Whatever its source, it is real.

It’s one thing to say “I hope that a vaccine will be developed soon and that the pandemic 
will end.”  But it’s quite another thing to possess the conviction that all will be well, that 
tomorrow will be better and brighter.  That’s what it means to live with hope.

Being part of a people that has faced so much yet persevered so often reinforces that 
conviction in me.  It gives me hope that we will get past the difficult times we are living 
through and that tomorrow will be better than today.

As I begin my last year with Oheb Shalom Congregation, I offer these wishes with a special 
feeling and passion:  May 5781 be for you and all those dear to you a year filled with good 
health, fulfillment and purpose to things that matter and endure.  Amy, Eitan, Dita, Noam 
and Itai, Josh, Yoni and Nina (who will be married on September 13), Benji and Erica, and 
Aaron join me in wishing you a Shana Tova U-metukah.

From Our Rabbi
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Cantor's Corner
“Hashivenu Adonai eylecha v’nashuva - chadesh yameynu k’kedem.”
 “Turn us, Adonai, to you - and we will return. Renew our days as of old.”

This poignant verse is one you may recognize; it is the closing line of every Torah service.  Its surprising 
source is the Book of Lamentations – a final verse of hope amidst despair.  The essence of repentance, 
“teshuva,” is  turning back to what we know is most important and true.

“The upcoming High Holidays will be unlike any most of us have known. We have woken up to our deep 
interconnection to all people and our own fragility. We have seen more clearly the deep injustice of systems and power 
structures in our country. We have heard voices pleading for life. Perhaps we are awake in a way we have not been 
before. How can we maintain and even deepen this awareness as we enter a new year?”       

  (from the Institute for Jewish Spirituality Shofar Project)

This question is being asked in religious and secular circles across this land.  I offer you these questions to contemplate, to tuck 
into your pocket and your prayer book.  Professor George Yancy writes:   

“I want my students to experience one of those “rare moments,” to consider the short duration of their lives. To get 
them to think differently about our time together, to value their lives differently, I make a resolute effort to remind my 
students that all of us.…no matter how smart, brilliant, wealthy, beautiful and fit…we will all perish.

Yet a clarity emerges. My students and I see each other differently, perhaps for the very first time. We are no longer 
simply students and professor, but fragile creatures and mysterious beings who have been dying from the moment we 
were born in a universe with no self-evident ultimate meaning. Something as previously uneventful as sitting next to 
one’s fellow classmate takes on unspeakable value. That shared understanding, vulnerability and mutual recognition of 
collective destiny makes our time together even more joyful, even more precious.              (New York Times, Feb. 3, 2020)

And the master-teacher of Jewish contemplation, Rabbi Alan Lew, encourages us: 

As we sit in the boundless field of mind during the ten days of transformation, impulses and feelings rise up and fall 
away all around us.  Those impulses and feelings that assert themselves with particular force are the ones we are most 
likely to follow.  This is the great gift of suffering.  Intense afflictive states – anger, boredom, fear, guilt, impatience, grief, 
disappointment, dejection, anxiety, despair – are the great markers of our Teshuva.  By their very intensity, they call us to 
transformation.

What do we do when we admit to ourselves, in the secret darkness of our heart, that we really don’t care anymore about 
the things we used to care about?... It is precisely our failure to [fully] inhabit our life which has rendered it dull and 
meaningless.

So every year at Neilah, I declare war on God. I turn the full force of our spiritual armamentarium on God and I say, 
Give us one more year or else. Give us one more year to labor and to love on this roiling green-and-blue ball. Give me 
one more year to love my spouse, one more year to watch my children grow.  Promise me this or else. Promise me this 
while there is still a small, charged opening between heaven and earth.  Give me one more year of life.  Promise me this 
before the gates come clanging shut.”        (Rabbi Alan Lew, This is Real and You are Completely Unprepared)

— Cantor Erica Lippitz
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Friends,
Thank you for all that you do for Oheb Shalom. I am inspired by all that we are doing for each 
other during this pandemic. We are responding to this challenge not by focusing on what we 
CAN’T do but by focusing on what we CAN do. We are strong—#OhebStrong! 

So, there are lots of activities happening at Oheb. Please look at our website to see a list of all that 
has been happening since early Spring. Below are some of the activities that I get asked about the 
most. If you any questions or comments, please reach out to me (Schechner@aol.com) or anyone 
listed below.

Reopening of Oheb Shalom
The Reopening of Oheb Committee (the “ROC”) has been meeting regularly to discuss how to return to normalcy. Health, safety, 
and security of all of our community is paramount. Starting with weekly Shabbat services, the office and then High Holidays, we 
have made considerable progress. Watch for more e-mails and mailings.

I want to acknowledge the contributions of the entire group, led ably by Mark Gordon, as this is truly a team effort among staff 
and congregants:

Mark Gordon, (chair), Dan Cook, Lisa Fox, Jerry Grunt, Dr. Pam Litvak, Dr. Ellen Lunenfeld, Lorraine Survis, Dr. Michael Wax, 
Dr. Judith Weisfuse, and Eileen Weiss.

High Holidays
We are focusing on the totality of the High Holiday experience. Be it live streaming or Zoom services to Ohebshalom@home to 
“Tashlich and Tekiah”, there will be something for everyone. Eileen Weiss and Charles Wantman have been working with our 
clergy and staff to make sure that while different, the High Holiday experience will be meaningful. We have also formed a High 
Holiday task force that has been working diligently on all the facets. I want to acknowledge their efforts as well:

Liturgy: Liz Kubany (chair), Jordan Aronson, Stacy Krakower, Barbra Parlin, Stuart Schulman, Michelle Tattenbaum, 
 Charles Wantman, Louise Weingrod, and Eileen Weiss
Logistics:  Gloria Aaron (chair), Lisa Fox (assistant chair), Harold Bobrow, Alissa Kaplan, Myrna Mazer, Robin Sherer, 
 and Michelle Tattenbaum,
Youth:  Alyse Rosenberg (chair), Debra Ginsberg, and Jodi Murnick
Donor 
Management: Michael Kurzer (chair), Leo Gordon, Doug Magid, and Laurie Richman

Rabbinic Search Committee
The Rabbinic Search Committee (the “RSC”) is hard at work. By the time you read this, we fully anticipate that our job 
application to the Rabbinic assembly (the first document potential candidates will read) will have been submitted. We are excited 
about our prospects and anticipate many applicants/candidates. I want to thank Bob Sandor (chair), Orlie Prince (co-chair), 
Jordan Aronson, Joel Barkin, Maxine Murnick, Michelle Nagler, Leslie Dannin Rosenthal, Michael Schechner, Scott Snyderman, 
and Charles Wantman for all their hard work and sustained efforts. As Kevin Katz, our immediate past President would say, “the 
best is yet to come!”

President's Message

...continued on next page
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Hiring of Eliana Kissner
To ensure coverage while both the Rabbi and Cantor are away, we have hired Eliana Kissner, a senior-year student from JTS. As 
you might have read in the prior issue of the REVIEW, Eliana will be helping us with the High Holiday Chavurah, the alternative 
service on the High Holidays as well as a number of Shabbbat services throughout the year. Music has a long and strong tradition 
here at Oheb Shalom and we are excited to see the new and innovative ways Eliana will help us in our religious observances.

Her first Shabbat weekend is September 11-12th and it will be a Zoom service. So, depending on when you read this, please log 
in and participate in the service. 

I want to thank Dan Cook, Louise Weingrod, and Eileen Weiss for hiring her and for acting as her liaisons to the Congregation.

Onward and Upward
So, while the year starts differently due to the pandemic, it is still starting vibrantly. We are a strong community. As the saying 
goes, “it takes a village” and we have a very big village!

In other years, I would end with “See you during the High Holidays on Scotland Road.” That may not be possible or even 
preferable this year. I do hope to connect with each and every one of you in other ways such as Ohebshalom@home, to pick up 
your special High Holiday celebration bag on Sunday morning, September 13th. Lastly, Amy and I and our family wish you and 
your families a “L’Shana Tovah Umetukah” – May we all have a good and sweet year.

— Paul Schechner, 
President

Weekday minyans meet at 8:00 am and Sunday minyans meet at 9:00 am with the exception of the following dates:

Morning Minyan
The Wednesday Morning 
Minyan Breakfast
We have a delightful breakfast and a wonderful 
discussion.  Everyone is welcome at morning minyan.  
Please join us! 

If you would like to sponsor a breakfast in honor of a  
happy occasion or yahrzeit, please contact the office at 
973-762-7067 for further information.

SEPTEMBER 
Monday, September 7
    Labor Day ..................................................................9:00 AM

OCTOBER 
Monday, October 5
    Chol Ha-Moed Sukkot .............................................7:45 AM
Tuesday, October 6
    Chol Ha-Moed Sukkot .............................................7:45 AM
Wednesday, October 7
    Chol Ha-Moed Sukkot .............................................7:45 AM
Thursday, October 8
    Chol Ha-Moed Sukkot .............................................7:45 AM
Friday, October 9
    Hoshana Raba ...........................................................7:30 AM
Monday, October 19
    Rosh Chodesh Cheshvan .........................................7:45 AM

JOIN US VIRTUALLY!
DAILY ZOOMINYAN 

Mon-Fri @ 8:00 AM, Sun @ 9:00 AM
https://zoom.us/j/9737627067

Check your email for the password.
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For September/October 2020
Life Cycle Events

Life Cycle Event Notices
To ensure that important life cycle events are included in The Review, please contact the office to share the news. 

This includes information about your (or someone else’s) birthday, anniversary, marriage, birth, death, etc.
If you would like someone’s name on the Misheberach list, 

please email the Rabbi with all the information Rabbi@ohebshalom.org 

Condolences To:
Michael and Jessica Estreicher
 on the passing of Michael’s mother, Aleta Estriecher
Leah Weiss 
 on the passing her husband, Stanley Weiss
Ira Heimowitz
 on the passing of his grandmother, Anita Handel
The Family of Evelyn Herbst

September: Milestone Birthday Wishes To:
Yola Goldberg Harriet Ribot
Frances Herman Bonnie Sacks
Paula Landau Robert Sandor
Stephen Leit Laurence Weiss
Judith Morrow

October: Milestone Birthday Wishes To:
George Ackerman Scott Miller
Arthur Blumenau Barbara Salz
Betty Feinberg Fred Simon
Gerald Legow Jeremy Urban
Frances Margolis Edward Zinbarg
Victoria Blint Midrony 

September: Milestone Anniversaries:
Ronald and Audre Aronowitz
Amy and Mark Blumkin
Eleanor and Irwin Cohen
Alex and Lori Lerner
Marc Klosner and Jill Sokol
Richard A. and Gesilda Wasserman

October: Milestone Anniversaries:
Abraham and Janice Bunis
Robert and Elayne Simandl

Mickey Fried Preschool
Mickey Fried Preschool is set to open on Tuesday, September 8! With a shortened day, smaller class 

sizes, and enhanced safety measures, we will all be ready to welcome families back to preschool.

Things may look a little different around MFPS: masks, distancing, and ubiquitous hand sanitizing 
stations are new to the halls of preschool, but we know that our warm and caring teachers will 

make each child feel safe and special. Looking forward to a great year!

— Sloane Goldstein, Director
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SOCIAL
DISTANCE

People not living 
together must 
remain 6 ft apart.

LIMITED 
CAPACITY

Attendance at each 
event is limited.

HEALTH
SCREENING

Ushers will ask simple 
questions as attendees 
arrive.

PRE-
REGISTRATION

Events will require 
pre-registration for 
contact tracing 
purposes.

FACE MASKS

Everyone must 
correctly wear a face 
mask at all times.

CLEAN YOUR
HANDS

Wash with soap for at 
least 20 seconds. 
Hand sanitizer will 
also be provided.

KEEPING YOU SAFE @ OHEB SHALOM

PIKUACH NEFESH • KEHILLAH 
Safeguarding Life • Strengthening Community

#
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Welcome back! Hope your summer was restful despite the 
pandemic. As we begin our month of renewal and atonement, 
it is a time to reflect on the past year, make amends, and look 
forward to a fresh year. COVID-19 has taken a toll on us all. We 
have learned, prayed, and laughed with one another within the 
socially acceptable distance. We have also adjusted ourselves to 
a temporary norm and seek ways to improve ourselves, comfort 

each other, look to the future, and “make lemonade.” Kudos to all of us!

So since the end of the war, Miriam Auxiliary members had been quite active—and not just within their group. They were active 
with the National Women’s League, later to be known as WLCJ, and participated in a Special Day at the United Nations. They 
published two cookbooks, one in 1982 and then in 2009. 1983 brought the successful merger of Beth Torah into Oheb Shalom 
bringing together the two women’s organizations. Mae Zelikow founded the monthly book discussion in 1987 and continues to 
this day. In 1999, “Lunch and Learn” became popular after the morning board meetings. Members prepared a light lunch and a 
topic was discussed. Women’s League began Z’havah to help the sisterhoods engage younger women who now work full time. 
It provided a special interest group and aimed to provide the future leaders of their sisterhoods of which we took part. 2005, 
our 125th Anniversary year, we began having Sisterhood Shabbat services on both Friday night and Saturday morning with the 
women reading Torah for the first time. We had our first Women’s Seder in 2007 and Vashti’s Banquet in 2009 with the current 
International President, Rita Wertlieb in attendance. We then had Margie Miller, the International President attend two of our 
events during her term that included Torah Fund in 2018 and then our 140th Kick-off Celebration this past June. And finally, we 
continue to help Oheb Shalom financially by providing video equipment for Zeman School and a major donation for the Live 
Streaming equipment which has been a major need for the COVID-19 pandemic.

Miriam Sisterhood continues to change and evolve to meet the needs of our members and Oheb Shalom. As we mark our 140th 
anniversary, there are future leaders for Miriam Sisterhood waiting to continue our story. Be a part of Miriam Sisterhood as we 
embark on our next adventure. Please join us for zoom events: Sukkah Under the Stars on October 6 and our 140th Anniversary 
Havdalah program on October 17 with the new WL International President, Debbi Kaner Goldich.

Wishing you a New Year filled with Health, Happiness and Peace.
L’Shanah Tovah Tikatevu.

Sheila
— Sheila Kaufman, Miriam Sisterhood President
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At this time of year with much of the month of Elul behind us and Tishri around 
the corner, I often think of my own mortality and relationships that have flourished, 
struggled or withered away.

My uncle Robert, the last of my father’s generation recently passed away at aged 
97. A few months before his death, in January on Shabbat Vayigash he gave a d’var 
Torah in his synagogue. He linked  the story of Joseph’s revelation of his identity to 
his brothers and their reconciliation to the longstanding rift between him and his 

daughter. He asked for his daughter’s forgiveness- no discussion, no arguments, no recriminations or explanations.

As he accepted approaching death a few weeks ago, he said he had no regrets ; my uncle had made right what needed to be made 
right. He had taken the words of this season to heart- Tefillah, T’Shuva, Tzedakah.

Likewise may we also make right from Elul through Tishri and beyond as we consider our own mortality and legacy.

FOR READING AND CONTEMPLATION:
 Beside Still Waters: a journey of comfort and renewal
Aaron Inviting God in: celebrating the soul-meaning of the Jewish holidays
Cowan Wise Aging: living with joy, resilience & spirit
Falk The Days Between: blessings, poems and directions of the heart for the Jewish High Holiday season
Gawande Being mortal: medicine and what matters in the end
Kushner How Good Do We Have to Be? a new understanding of guilt and forgiveness
Hoffman Who by Fire, Who by Water: Un’taneh tokef
Robbins Opening your Heart with Psalm 27: a spiritual practice for the Jewish New Year.
Schimmel Wounds Not Healed by Time: the power of repentance and forgiveness.
Telushkin A Code of Jewish Ethics: love your neighbor as yourself
Wiesenthal The Sunflower: on the possibility and limits of forgiveness

— Aileen Grossberg, 
Librarian

Library News
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Lifelong Learning
We Jews have faced many challenges over the last four thousand years: slavery in Egypt, the division 
of our people into the two hostile kingdoms of Israel and Judah, the destruction of the First Temple 
and the Babylonian exile, the challenge of Hellenism and the Maccabean revolt, the destruction of the 
Second Temple and the Roman exile, two thousand years of Diaspora, and the Holocaust. Throughout it 
all we have survived by constantly studying, questioning and adapting. This adaptation continues today, 
amid the corona pandemic, as we turn to Zoom and other digital platforms to learn and examine, to 
question and explore our heritage.

In September and October, we will have the opportunity to educate ourselves in three varied and fascinating remote 
learning programs:

Understanding Yizkor- Wednesday evening, September 23, 2020, 7:30-9:00 PM via Zoom. Rabbi Cooper will lead us in 
exploring Yizkor, one of the most familiar and heartfelt prayers in the Jewish year, in which we remember our departed 
loved ones. What are its roots and what unexpected message does it convey?

#MeToo and the Jews – Sunday morning, October 25, 2020,  10:00-11:30 AM via a remote learning platform. In this 
ground breaking program, two distinguished professors will examine behaviors, situations and mindsets that gave rise to 
the #MeToo movement within the Jewish community, where certain powerful and aggressive men had sexually harassed 
women in Jewish institutions, work places and volunteer organizations. Dr. Keren R. McGinity of Brandeis University, 
a scholar of issues of gender and sexual harassment will address, “A Jewish Response to the #MeToo Movement.” Dr.  
Paul E. Nahme of Brown University, a scholar of modern Jewish thought and ethics, will speak on “Changing Images of 
Masculinity in Judaism.” The goal of this program is to motivate and educate our congregation and the broader Jewish 
community by providing understanding and tools to identify and combat sexist and harassing behaviors.

Between the Eternal and the Human: When Human Dignity and Ritual Practice Come into Conflict in the Talmud – 
Wednesday evenings, October 21, 28 and November 11, 2020, 8:00-9:30 PM via Zoom. Rabbi Marcus Mordecai Schwartz, 
the dynamic director of the Beit Midrash of the Jewish Theological Seminary, teaching here for the first time, will carry 
on our tradition of Wednesday night Talmud classes by studying with us and discussing three Talmudic texts concerning 
sacrifice and murder, theft of objects within the Temple, and work and rest. Our Sages saw all three situations as presenting   
a conflict between honor to God and honor to humans. All are welcome. No previous Talmud study (or knowledge of 
Aramaic) is required, just an open mind and an eagerness to learn.     

Even in this changed environment, let us come together to learn!

One People / Many Voices / Join the Conversation 
 Jeremy Garber, Chair; jeremysgarber@aol.com
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 Celebrating the Jewish New Year 
  Together with the Oheb Shalom Family

Oheb Shalom @ Home Bag Pick Up

Sanctuary Services

This year we will celebrate the High Holidays together in ways that are both 
new and familiar. We have several options that we believe will fit your needs. 

Whatever service and event you choose to attend, the experience will be 
one of community, festive celebration of the new year, and self-reflection. 

Selichot
Saturday evening, September 12, on Zoom

   •  We will kick off the High Holiday season with a soulful and
       musical Selichot service led by Rabbi Cooper.  

Sunday afternoon, September 13
  •  We invite you to come to Oheb Shalom and pick up a High Holiday 
     gift bag filled with a Machzor and other gifts that we hope will 
      enhance your celebration of the New Year.  Drive by the synagogue 
     so we can say hello and wish you Shana Tova (from a safe distance!).

All Rosh Hashana and Yom Kippur Services
 •   Rosh Hashana and Yom Kippur services will be Livestreamed from 

the sanctuary and will be led by Rabbi Cooper, Cantor Lippitz and Charles 
Wantman.  This will enable you to stay connected during this vulnerable time.  

We will send instructions on how to access these services.
• Services will be divided into short segments and a schedule listing the start time of each segment will be 

published, enabling you to join for those elements that are most important and dear to you.
• The reading of the Torah and the shofar sounding will be pre-recorded and shown during the Livestream 

broadcast.  While we would have preferred to honor these rituals in a traditional manner, we have given the 
highest priority to health and safety.

High Holiday Havurah
Both Days of Rosh Hashana and Yom Kippur Morning, on Zoom.

• The High Holiday Havurah (formerly the Chapel Service), a participatory and intimate worship experience 
with a focus on integrating key themes of contemporary life, is led by Eliana Kissner, a 5th year student in the 
H.L. Miller Cantorial School of the Jewish Theological Seminary, along with Oheb Shalom members.

For Children and Families
Both Rosh Hashana Mornings and Yom Kippur, on Zoom

• Rosh Hashanah Katan and Yom Kippur Katan with Miss Vivian for 1st grade and younger.
Morning of first Day of Rosh Hashana and Yom Kippur, on Zoom

• 2nd-5th grade learning/worship
Afternoon of First Day of Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur, on Zoom

• Family Service geared toward families with middle school age kids
Second Day of Rosh Hashana, Outdoors

• Family Tashlich Program at the Duck Pond in South Orange.
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Tashlich and Tekiah
Afternoon of the second day of Rosh Hashana, outdoors

• Join us outdoors at the Duck Pond in South Orange for the intriguing experience of Tashlich, the act of 
symbolically casting away our transgressions while near a body of water.  This year, we will also include a live 
and complete shofar sounding, complete with a long Tekiah Gedolah!

• Special Tashlich and Tekiah experience for families at a separate time

Presentations on Racial Justice
Yom Kippur Afternoon, on Zoom

• Black Lives Matter and the Jewish Community
• Contemporary Martyrology and Panel Discussion on Racial Inequality

Meditation
Yom Kippur Afternoon

• As Yom Kippur nears its conclusion, find new energy, focus and mindfulness through guided meditation.

Time for Reflection in the Sanctuary
By appointment, Monday-Thursday, September 21-24

• Oheb Shalom’s sanctuary is a beautiful sacred space that inspires a deep connection to our synagogue.  
Members have uplifting memories of celebration and reflection formed there.  Because we cannot physically 
gather to pray together in the sanctuary this year, we want to provide an opportunity for you to spend a few 
quiet moments in reflection and prayer before the open ark during the days between Rosh Hashana and Yom 
Kippur.

• Reserve your personal time with family in our sanctuary (visitors must wear a mask 
and follow all other safety protocols).

And don’t forget…
• Spend some time in the Oheb Sukkah.  Oheb Shalom members are 

invited to reserve a time to eat a meal or just hang out in our Sukkah.  
One family/pod at a time, bring your own food, drinks and 
paper supplies (dairy only).

• Lulav and Etrog.  Order a Lulav and Etrog set 
and pick it up at the synagogue.  $40/ea with 
a minimum of 10 pre-paid orders required 
from the congregation.

• Outdoor in-person Sukkot services.  Join 
us on the first two days of Sukkot, Saturday 
October 3 and Sunday, October 4.  Attendance 
capped at 20 people, pre-registration and 
compliance with safety protocols required.   
All services will be livestreamed to those at home.

• Simchat Torah.  
m Saturday evening, October 10.  Celebrate with us 

outdoors as we begin the Torah cycle over again.   
We will have a DJ and distribute individually wrapped 
ice cream.

m Sunday morning, October 11.  Gather for a short 
outdoor service and simcha to hear the last and first 
verses of Torah read aloud.  
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Heirs to Forgotten Kingdoms: Journeys into the Disappearing Religions of the Middle East 
by Gerard Russell.

We live, it seems, in increasingly intolerant times. That is why this excellent book (Basic 
Books, 2014) provides a fascinating glimpse into the remnants of religious traditions in the 
Middle East that have survived since antiquity because of centuries of tolerance that are now 
threatened from all sides. 

The plight of the Yazidis under ISIS is a well-known story, but their ancient faith is not. 
Numbering in the hundreds of thousands across northern Iraq and Syria, as well as in 
Northwestern Iran, Armenia and Georgia, their faith combines a belief in reincarnation, the 
sacrifice of bulls, and reverence for an angel that takes the form of a peacock. 

Russell, a professional diplomat in the Middle East for 15 years where he served to bring 
Palestinians into the peace process, is a learned and affable guide who brings these stories 
to life. From the Mandaeans who live a strange isolated existence in the marshes of Iraq, to 

Zoroastrians, Druze, Samaritans, Copts, and Kalasha, Russell paints a vivid picture of the present day struggle of these religious 
minorities in a world of devastating geo-political conflict and rising intolerance. His interaction with the people and their stories, 
as well his deep understanding of the history that allowed them to survive, offers a beautiful and haunting look into a side of the 
Middle East we need to know more about before it disappears.

What We Are Reading

Introduction of Oheb Shalom’s
SOCIAL JUSTICE GROUP

Oheb Shalom’s Social Justice Group was formed by congregants in the wake of the death of George Floyd and the increased 
awareness of the Black Lives Matter movement. 

The group’s objective is to create programs for congregants to discuss systemic racism and unconscious bias, to become more 
aware of social justice issues and to create opportunities for positive action. 

Working with Oheb’s clergy, educational staff and laity as well as with like-minded community and religious organizations, 
we intend to offer programs to the congregation beginning with an hour long panel discussion during Yom Kippur entitled 
“Discrimination in New Jersey: Perspectives From the Black, Latinx, and Indigenous Communities”

In the fall we plan to offer several virtual meetings to discuss articles on systemic racism and unconscious bias.  We will be 
asking each person who attends to share their own thoughts about the reading with the rest of the group.

The first article for discussion will be Nikole Hannah-Jones’s Pulitzer Prize winning essay introducing the 1619 Project. 
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2019/08/14/magazine/black-history-american-democracy.html 

The second reading will be the introduction and first chapter of the book White Fragility – Why It’s So Hard for White 
People to Talk About Racism by Robin DiAngelo. 

We urge you to engage and participate in all of these programs.  We also invite you to join the Group and help in planning 
future programs and activities.  Call or email Abe Bunis at 973-220-1707, jabunis@comcast.net
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Support 
Oheb Shalom Congregation.

When you shop at smile.amazon.com, Amazon donates.

I am Not Your Negro is an artifact from another era, dating all the way back to the early 
months of 2016 when Donald Trump seemed like an aberration on the list of Presidential 
contenders, the catastrophic pandemic scenarios were played out solely in the backrooms 
of select government agencies and the halls of academia, and the Black Lives Matter 
hashtag had just recently gone viral. And it is hard to imagine a documentary more 
prophetic about the seismic social changes we are going through in 2020,  more insightful 
about how we, as a nation, had arrived at this moment, yet hopeful about the power of 
enlightenment to inspire fundamental and positive change.  

At the heart of the story is an unfinished book by the great American author James 
Baldwin, who set out to capture the horror but also the possibilities of the African 
American experience through the lives of the fallen activists and visionaries Martin Luther 
King Jr, Malcolm X, and Medgar Evers. The framing device of the documentary is the 
series of letters from Baldwin to his literary agent Jay Acton outlining his vision for the 
biographical triptych. While the book was never contracted or written, the ideas expressed 
in the letters, written in 1979, serve as a powerful indictment of the injustices and willful 
distortions that have stained the foundational premise of the American experiment. 

The stunning documentary footage juxtaposes the idealized cultural images so deeply ingrained in our collective consciousness 
against the fleeting nightmarish snapshots of evidence so many would rather forget. (Think cheerful technicolored visuals of 
Doris Day singing against the grainy photography of bodies lynched, the kind that inspired Billie Holiday’s heart-wrenching song 
“Strange Fruit.”)  

How the ugliness of this American underbelly could have been so thoroughly sanitized and for so long is a question that does 
not yield comfortable answers, but it seems that four years after this highly acclaimed documentary was released, the urgency of 
dealing with the issues it raised has never been greater. Still, it offers a glimmer of hope.

Baldwin once sneered at Robert Kennedy’s speculation that thanks to the Civil Rights movement America could see its first Black 
President in as quickly as four decades. It turns out that Kennedy wasn’t far off; the documentary ends with the footage of Barack 
and Michelle Obama’s inaugural parade, implying perhaps, something that Obama pointed to in his seminal speech on race 
relations in America—that as a nation our potential for self-reflection and the will to change should not be underestimated.   

What We Are Streaming
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YAHRZEIT FUND
Sylvia Amato—In memory of Burt Simon
Jolene Appleman—In memory of Lawrence Weinstein
Audre Aronowitz—In memory of Fanny Zbar
Aron Barash—In memory of Malka Barash
Lorraine Blum—In memory of Morris Blum
Ruth Brunman—In memory of Clara Scotch
Lorraine Blum—In memory of Mort Blum
Paula Blum—In memory of Marilyn Shaw
Nancy Busch—In memory of Lillian Busch
Martin and Judy Cowen—In memory of Mildred Posner
Ruth Darmanin—In memory of Sol Berkowitz
Ellen Goldfinger—In memory of Max Goldfinger
Susan Hebel—In memory of Doris Merkin 
Ellen Herbst—In memory of Howard Herbst
Lawrence Kantor—In memory of Bessie Kantor
Don and Margie Karp- In memory of David Schultz
Arlene Tevelow Levey—In memory of Andrew Lee Becker
 In memory of Samuel Tevelow
 In memory of William Becker
Doug and Kimberlee Magid—In memory of Burt Simon
Ruth Margules—In memory of Ethel Justman Margules
Miriam Massin- In memory of Irving Rosenberg
Doris Lander-Merel—In memory of Abraham Finkelstein
 In memory of Freda Davis
Miriam Nathan—In memory of Alice Goldstein
Amy Nocito—In memory of Sylvia Shapiro
Harriet Ribot—In memory of Regina Lehrer
 In memory of Max Lehrer
 In memory of Ida Ribot
 In memory of Morris Ribot
Michael and June Schechner—In memory of Eva Nelson 
 In memory of Burt Simon
 In memory of Arthur Lowenthal
 In memory of Robert Bitton
Deborah Schultz—In memory of Nathan Cohen
Barbara Sender—In memory of Gloria Fantl
Donald and Sharey Slimowitz—In memory of Burt Simon
Gail Tepperman—In memory of Jacob Shiffman
 In memory of Doris Tepperman

IN THE SPIRIT OF THANKSGIVING
Ron and Audre Aronowitz—In honor of June Birthdays
Gerald, Carol, and Emily Einhorn—In honor all that is being 
 done to help us keep connected during this difficult time. 

June and Michael, MayaBea, Travis, Eli, and Ruby 
Schechner—In honor of Kevin Katz’s Presidency
 In honor of Paul Schechner becoming President
 In honor of Amy Schechner’s new role as President of 
 the HealthCare Foundation
Ernestine Turkel—To the Kenef Family in honor of Ethan’s 
 High School Graduation
Linda Willner—In appreciation for all the zoom minyans, 
 services, meetings, etc

RABBI ALEXANDER M. SHAPIRO 
SCHOLARSHIP FUND

Paul and Adele Nagelberg—In memory of Aleta Estreicher

THE ARTHUR BLUMENAU FUND FOR 
MICKEY FRIED PRESCHOOL

Arthur Blumenau and Judith Kaplan—In honor of Paul 
Schechner becoming President of Oheb Shalom

THE CANTOR EDGAR AND 
GERDA MILLS MUSIC FUND

Fred and Judy Simon—In honor of their grandchildren’s 
 graduations; Alex Simon (College), Emma Simon 
 (High School); Delaney Simon (Lower School)
                                                                

THE BOBROW KOSHER FOOD PANTRY
Ed and Myrna Mazer—In memory of Eli Velder
Paul and Adele Nagelberg—In memory of Burt Simon
Rent Party Pantry, Inc. (2)
Susan and Charles Shapiro—In honor of the Aliyah they 
 received
South Orange Lions Club

FLOWER FUND
Norma Schechner, Chair
400 Woodland Place
South Orange, NJ 07079
973-763-9232

IN HONOR OF
Max Groner, Bar Mitzvah
     Matthew and Michele Groner
Leo Sender, 90th birthday
     Norma Schechner
     Judy and Fred Simon

Donations & Tributes
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Paul Schechner, becoming President of Oheb Shalom
     Rhea and Karl Zukerman
Babette and Bruce Tenzer, birth of grandson
     Myrna and Ed Mazer
     Norma Schechner
     Barbara and Ed Zinbarg    
     Diane and Steve Weiss
     Barbara and Leo Sender
     Sheila Appel
     Judy and Fred Simon
     Judy and Martin Cowen
Barbara Zinbarg, 85th birthday
     Myrna and Ed Mazer
     Harriet and Sandy Lanier
Marilyn and Allan Kohan, birth of grandson
      Judy and Martin Cowen
Bernard Friedland, 90th birthday
     Sheila Appel

IN MEMORY OF
David Schultz
     Mimi and Bob Sochor
     Norma Schechner
     Sheila Appel
     Judy and Fred Simon
Burt Simon, brother of Fred Simon
     Barbara and Leo Simon
     Sheila Appel
     Judy and Martin Cowen
     Norma Schechner
     Thelma Jennis
     Mimi and Bob Sochor
     Myrna and Ed Mazer
     Sheila Appel
     Judy and Fred Simon
     Diane and Steve Weiss

FANNY B. HOFFMAN BIBLE A
ND RAMAH SCHOLARSHIP FUND
Linda Willner, Chair
973-267-4050; awil299088@aol.com

IN HONOR OF
Babette and Bruce Tenzer – grandchild
     Esther Bearg

Joel Glucksman – 20th anniversary with his firm
     Esther Bearg
Freddie Glucksman – thank you for your help with Zoom
     Esther Bearg
Dr. and Mrs. Stephen Gollomp – mazel tov on all the 
simchas in your family  
     Esther Bearg
Linda Willner – 80th birthday
     Michelle and Harold Bobrow
Marilyn Kohan – rapid recovery
     Fran Herman, Ruth Shapiro
Susie and Norman Metz – birth of grandson Jasper Edwin 
Metz
     Ruth Shapiro
Barbara Zinbarg – in appreciation
     Linda Willner
Amy Schechner – election as chair of the board of the 
Healthcare Foundation of NJ
     Fran Herman, Linda Willner
Frank Katz – engagement of granddaughter
     Fran Herman
Babette and Bruce Tenzer – birth of granddaughter 
Charlotte Rae
     Fran Herman
Freddie and Joel Glucksman – with appreciation
     Esther Bearg
Martin and Isaac Bearg – with appreciation
     Esther Bearg
Barbara and Barry Bearg – with appreciation
     Esther Bearg

IN MEMORY OF
Burt Simon – brother of Fred Simon
     Esther Bearg, Fran Herman, Linda Willner, Ruth Shapiro
Mitzi Feier
     Esther Bearg

Donations & Tributes continued...
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Oheb Shalom enriches us deeply. 
It is a place where, as individuals, 
we find connection to one another 
and to our Jewish traditions. It is 
a place where we support one 
another as we traverse life’s joys 
and challenges. It is a place where 
we find both repose and inspiration. 
It is a place to call home.

Supporting the synagogue beyond 
an annual gift, a legacy gift is the 
ultimate expression of your values 
and commitment to Oheb Shalom. 
It will impact the synagogue for 
years to come.

By including Oheb Shalom in 
your estate plans, you become 
a member of the 1860 Legacy 
Society, named after the year our 
congregation was founded. Your 
legacy gift connects you to the 
past, present, and future of our 
synagogue.

It is a gift for all time.

Sheila Appel
Albert Besser & Gretchen Rous
Jerome z’l & Paula Blum
Harold & Michelle Bobrow
David & Jo Ann Boyko
Arthur & Susan Cohen
Frederick & Margery Cohen
Daniel Cook & Michelle Nagler
Rabbi Mark & Amy Skopp Cooper
Howard Cooperman
Tony & Marci Echeverria
Leon Fader z’l
Herbert Fisher
Arthur Fox z’l
Bernard Friedland
Leonard z’l & Helene Glaser
Mark Gordon
Linda Griffler
Gerald & Barbara Grunt
Frank Katz
Kevin & Meredith Katz
Bardin z’l & Sue-Ellen Levavy
Burt & Mada Liebman
Nancy Yam Lorre
Theodore z’l & Maxine Murnick

Jacob & Jacqueline z’l Nover
Richard & Orlie Prince
Jay Rabinowitz
Robert Sandor & Louise Weingrod
Lois Sarwin
Arthur & Cynthia Schechner
Michael & June Schechner
Norma Schechner
Paul Sheridan & Amy 
     Blumenau Schechner
Stuart Schulman & Susan Waters
Sue Schulman z’l
Ruth Shapiro
Fred & Judith Simon
Richard & Alyson Slutzky
Robert & Miriam Sochor
Gary & Lorraine Survis
David & Laura Tenenbaum
Ernestine Turkel
Charles Wantman
Linda Willner
Edward & Barbara Zinbarg
Anonymous (4)

Thank you to the following members of the 
1860 Legacy Society for their generous gifts:

To create your Jewish legacy, contact Linda Griffler:
execdir@ohebshalom.org • 973.762.7067 • www.ohebshalom.org

Traditional Heart. Modern Soul.
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 Meet Eliana Kissner

ON SHABBAT
Outdoor 
Shabbat 
Service

Eliana Kissner, a senior-year student from JTS, will be 
helping with the High Holiday Chavurah, the alternative 
service on the High Holidays, as well as a number of 
Shabbbat services throughout the year. Music has a long 
and strong tradition here at Oheb Shalom and we are 
excited to see the new and innovative ways Eliana will 
help us in our religious observances.

Come meet Eliana (from a safe distance, of course!):

•  September 12, 2020
•  9:45 AM
•  Oheb Shalom Parking Lot

Pre-registration required. Limited attendance.
See OhebShalom.org for details.

Service will also be streamed on ZOOM.

Oheb Shalom @ Home
Drive By Pick Up&

A High Holiday gift bag!  
Each bag contains a Machzor, the Book of Remembrance, a Member 
Directory, and other gifts that we hope will enhance your celebration 
at home. The staff, clergy, and members of the Executive Committee 
will be on hand to say hello (from a safe distance, of course!).

•  September 13, 2020
•  3:00 - 5:00 PM
•  Oheb Shalom Parking Lot  • 170 Scotland Road
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Oheb Shalom is a family.

Traditional Heart. Modern Soul.

Oheb Shalom
ConneCtions

The CONNECTIONS initiative began a year ago and has become an important part of our Oheb Shalom 
community. As members have reached out to each other to provide a helping hand or a friendly voice, we have 
become a tightly knit family.
We invite you to join this effort to enhance and strengthen our community. Do you have a desire to lend a hand 
or are you in need of support?  Never forget that we are here for each other.
LET US KNOW:

• if you can make periodic phone calls.
• if you can shop for someone who cannot go to a store.
• if you can deliver a treat or dinner to someone.
• if you know a congregant who would appreciate a phone call or a helping hand.
• if you know someone who is hospitalized or ill.

There are so many other ways we can all reach out to each other and become more connected; we are limited 
only by our imaginations.
Because we are living through difficult times, we need to work at being connected. Remember, we are all in this 
together. One day you might need support and another day, you might be the one to lend a hand.

Please contact Marilyn Kohan and Roberta Zweifler at connections@ohebshalom.org or 
contact Rachel Kahn at RachelKahn@ohebshalom.org or (201) 951-8437.

All information will be considered confidential. 

WE’RE ALL IN THIS TOGETHER!

food pantry
bobrow kosher

of oheb shalom
Attend RENT PARTY LIVE and Support the Bobrow Kosher Food Pantry of Oheb Shalom!
Rent Party, founded in October 2009, is a live music series based in Maplewood / South Orange.  Proceeds from 
these shows help fight hunger in our community, including our own Bobrow 
Kosher Food Pantry.  For concert dates, please visit RentPartyLive.com.

Each month we bag enough food to support approximately 70 households. The most efficient way for us to 
accomplish this is through monetary donations, which we use to purchase food from the NJ Food Bank. This food 
is available to us at discounted rates, making it the most economical way for the Bobrow Food Pantry to serve our 
families. Volunteers are always needed.  Please contact Meredith at meredithdina@aol.com for details.

Wednesday Distribution:
Sept. 9 & Oct. 14 - 6:00 pm - 8:00 pm

Sunday Distribution:
Sept. 13 & Oct. 18 - 9:00 am - 12:30 pm

Distributions will take place outside by our main 
entrance in the parking lot to maintain social 

distancing. Face masks are required.
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YOUR AD 

HERE.

We chose the Funeral Home with the largest staff 
of Jewish Funeral Directors in NJ

THE SOURCE OF COMFORT AND SUPPORT FOR THE JEWISH COMMUNITY WITH 
OVER 100 YEARS EXPERIENCE.

Bernheim Apter Kreitzman
Suburban Funeral Chapel

68 Old Short Hills Road, Livingston, NJ 07039
973-422-0600 • 800-938-6372

Louis J. Urban, Manager, “N.J. Lic. No. 3537”

 THE LEADERS IN ADVANCE 
 FUNERAL PLANNING

2950 Vauxhall Rd., Union, NJ 07088 • 908-964-1500
www.menorahchapelsatmillburn.com

 
 Karen Ross Kerstein, Manager • NJ Lic. No. JP03663
 Rudolph H. Kindel, President • NJ Lic. No. JP03158
 Toll Free 1-800-437-5151

 1321 North Broad St.
 Hillside, NJ 07205 

A Diginified Memorial Park Since 1891

OHEB SHOLOM 
CEMETERY ASSOCIATION

(201) 791-7797

Short-Term Rehabilitation Center 
Skilled Long-Term Nursing Care |  Memory Care

Hospice & Palliative Care |  Respite Stays 
Medical Transportation Services

1155 Pleasant Valley Way, West Orange, NJ 07052
Call for a Tour Today: 973-400-3307

www.DaughtersofIsrael.org 

Contact Douglas Shaller to place an ad today! 
dshaller@4LPi.com or (800) 477-4574 x6458
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